Pediatric Emergency Care Council
COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA
Thursday, March 21, 2019 ● 11:00 a.m. Eastern Time
CALL TO ORDER / CALL ROLL / APPROVE AGENDA
Morgan Scaggs (KY)
Jolene Whitley (UT)
Karen Moore (SC)
Cyndy Wright-Johnson (MD)
Carolla Lauck (SD)

Kjelsey Polzin (MN)
Rachel Ford (OR)
Robin Suzor (MT)
Carolina Santana-Roberts (RI)

Rachael Alter (NASEMSO/EIIC)

SECRETARY’S REPORT – Karen Moore (SC)
•

Karen will resend the full council meeting minutes to ensure that everyone can review them.
The Council Steering Committee will approve at the April meeting.

CHAIR’S REPORT – Morgan Scaggs (KY)
•
•

There was discussion about outside vendors who attend the Safe Tranpsort Committee
meeting. Plan to hold a separate meeting to determine the best way to move forward.
Government Information committee met this week. No new updates.

NASEMSO/EIIC REPORT – Rachael Alter/Morgan Scaggs
•
•
•

Morgan asked the group about an open position on the EIIC and PECC Committee. The group
discussed the need for a pre-hospital provider to be included.
State Partnership Domain is working on a flyer to help new EMSC managers learn about
supporting organizations
PECC Collaborative is wrapping up. Meeting to distribute resources will be scheduled soon.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
Old Business
•

•
•

Prehospital PECC Resolution
o Morgan sent out draft of FAQ. Morgan said to send any edits and recommendations to
her. She hopes to have final draft distributed before the Spring Meeting. Will be sending
email to working group to schedule next meeting.
First Steps Towards EMS 2050 from the Pediatric Perspective
o Morgan encouraged the group to read the document and keep in mind where pediatrics
can be incorporated.
Spring Meeting Agenda
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•

o Senator Hatch has been unavailable. Agenda planning committee will need to find a
replacement for his speaking slot.
o Jolene asked about a tour of the children’s hospital Wednesday after the Safe Transport
meeting and a possible dinner after.
PEC Council Vacancies
o Anyone interested in serving as a council liaison or committee representative should
contact Tracy Cleary

New Business
•

No new business presented

Reports
•

Regional Reports

o West – Rachel Ford (OR)
§ No new Report
o Great Lakes – Kjelsey Polzin (MN)
§ No new report
•

o

Western Plains – Robin Suzor (MT)

o

Peds Ready Committee –Morgan Scaggs (KY)

§ Talked about Fall meeting agenda
NASEMSO Committee Reports (as representatives are available or have information to report)
o HITS Committee – Jolene Whitney (UT)
§ Update attached
§

•

National Peds Ready re-assessment scheduled for January 2020

Liaison Reports (as representatives are available or have information to report)
o AAP/ PEPP –Corolla Lauck (SD)

The AAP PEPP Steering Committee was hosted in the D.C. area mid-February.
Dr. Bruce Klein will completed his second terms as Chair of the PEPP Steering
Committee in 2019. Dr. Jennifer Anders has accepted the role as Chair for the
PEPP Steering Committee on January 1, 2019.
§ The publication for the 4th Edition PEPP textbook release is anticipated in March
2020 to coincide with the EMS Today Conference and the ancillary materials and
course will be release in May or June of 2020.
o AAP COPEM –Cyndy Wright-Johnson (MD)
§ No new updates
§
§

Adjourn
Meeting adjourned at 11:38 EST.
Next Meeting:
Steering Committee - Thursday, April 18, 2019 – 11:00am to 12:30pm EST
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HITS Committee update: Billie Collier (MS)
HITS met on Feb. 13th. There was a presentation by Clay Mann on the Universal Unique Identifiers
(UUID). Dia had suggested at the Dec meeting that HITS get involved and encouraged the usefulness of
UIID with NEMSIS TAC. He explained how UUID links de-identified data records such as EMS & Hospital
(specifically Trauma) data.
They also talked about the updating of EMS education standards stating that NASEMSE was talking
with Co-A on accrediting EMT schools like the Paramedic schools. There was quite a bit of discussion
on this.
NHTSA representative stated that the NEMSIS v3 data is really interesting.
Nothing was discussed specific to pediatrics. I did let them know that it sounds like UUID piece would
be great for capturing pediatric data and is something I think would work well for all of us.

